
 



Desire is a publication born
out of conversations and
writing that occurred during
the Existing in Dialogue art
writing workshop facilitated
by The Paper at Uillinn: West
Cork Art Centre. This
collection of  writing
considers what it is that drives
our desire to consume art.
What are our expectations?
What is our ideal encounter?
…. and do we just love the
chase? 
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Wish Landscape Dream Lover, Five stacked cardboard
boxes, mirror, rubber and cork matting underlay,  165
x 100 x 275cm, Pádraig Spillane (2015). Image credit:

Arts Council.
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A strong feeling of wanting to have

something or wishing for something to
happen. 

 
Strongly wish for or want (something).

 
desire?

 
Desire, craving, longing, yearning suggest
feelings that impel one to the attainment

or possession of something. Desire is a
strong feeling, worthy or unworthy, that

impels to the attainment or possession of
something that is (in reality or

imagination) within reach: a desire for
success.

 
demand, expect

 
from the stars
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Existing in Dialogue is an art writing workshop created by  
 The Paper. Analytical and amorphous, the workshop
encourages and celebrates conversation inspired by visual
art exhibitions.  

This iteration of the workshop responded to  ‘Arts Council
Collection 60 Years’ at Uillinn: West Cork Arts Centre in
November 2022. The exhibition presented a selection of
work by seventeen Cork artists  from the Collection over the
past six decades. 

The Arts Council Collection is an archive of artworks
created by living artists. The intention of the collection is to
act as ‘a museum without walls’ by facilitating the touring
and lending of these artworks to public venues. 

Where do we ideally wish to encounter art? What do we
want from this encounter? … and  why do we fancy looking
at art in the first place? 

Pádraig Spillane’s intriguing Wish Landscape Dream Lover
(2015) captivated our conversation. Looking into it’s mirror,
we wonder what it is we desire to see?
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Echo and Narcissus by Mich Maroney p. 2
Cutting Strings by Sarah Long p. 6

The world is different after falling by Kate McElroy p. 9



 

a wish
a want
a fancy



Echo and
Narcissus 

 
The work is cool, it stands apart; made from the most mundane
materials, a stack of boxes, some brown carpet unrolling, a small
square mirror. The mirror is situated on the carpet, of brown
nylon. The boxes, pink and yellow, are arranged as a tower on top
of the mirror and are reflected, phallic and totemic. Earth, water,
vegetation are reduced tocool and unnatural iterations. What do
those boxes contain? Pills someone said. Viagra then? Is this what
we have been reduced to? Desire is not love, its urge is to possess,
to slake itself. Inward-looking, the boxes reflect themselves in the
small square of mirror. It is necessary to contort to see yourself in
the glass. You want to have some sort of relationship with the work
so that you can write about it. Its coolness deflects you. You resort
to projection as you think around what is being presented.

“I want to be ravished, taken out of myself, to the world beyond the
looking glass, to a world beyond Narcissus when I become the other, the
everyday to be transformed, a piece of carpet unfurls, some pink boxes
become waterlilies, a mirror lake, shimmery. I am transported, I am
transformed by the tower of pink and yellow, the rough and the smooth,
the sheer mundanity of materials becoming a poem.”
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Reading this again it feels like a false response. I was writing
about something else and not the work – I wanted to escape its
hard lines and coldness. I wanted it to be something that it is not.
It is not beautiful and I wanted poetry. Are we always searching
for beauty in a work of art?

Its coldness repelled me, and I would have walked past. The
objects seem alien and in writing about them I am projecting
myself onto the work. Do I like it? No, though I find it interesting
to be made to look and to respond. I am throwing myself at it,
wanting it to give me something that it won’t or can’t – is this the
difference between desire and love? They should never be
mistaken for each other. The rigidity and uprightness, the phallic
tower, it is a simple statement. Look at me, this is what I am, I can’t
offer you anything else. Don’t mistake me for love.

It asks more questions than it answers. It needs the context of the
white-walled gallery. If we saw it in the street, would we think of it
as anything except as a random collection of objects? You would
have to be in the know. This is very different to say, a painting,
whether it is good, bad or indifferent. If you see a painting outside
leaning against a wall, you understand what it is, or is trying to be.
It does not need the context of four white walls to give it meaning
or life. So, whilst we bemoan the soullessness of the white cube it
is sometimes necessary. But do galleries have to be the same?
What about gallery hotels where you stay for a day and live
surrounded by various works. You could spend the night and
wake up to a Matisse cut-out hung on the ceiling above your bed
and then have your breakfast with a Barbara Hepworth sitting on
a plinth opposite. I would like to able to spend from sunrise 
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to sunset with a painting, a Rothko or one of Monet’s haystacks
perhaps, to see the effect weather, darkness, light, and the ebbing
of the light, would have.

This is pure fantasy of course but what I really desire is for art to
become much more accessible. This must happen through
education and for museums and galleries to take the work out of
the white box. More touring exhibitions, works by living artists
lent to schools, colleges and institutions accompanied by a
programme for artists to visit those institutions to
leadworkshops and to talk about their work. Artists are invisible
to most of the population. We are too mysterious. We need to
leave the white boxes that are so cool, indifferent and in the
know.

Mich Maroney
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Cutting strings
'Here, this is for you’ I say, ‘take it’.
You look at me silently.
‘But it’s my heart’ .
‘But it’s not though’ you say, slowly, with a smile, revelling in the
comedic effect of your faux serious reply to my faux sincerity, but
the thing is now, unbeknownst to you, another story is being
played out and somewhere between me being giddy and
lighthearted and enjoying acting the bollocks, I have invested
feeling into this little conker. Yes, this little conker that sits so
lightly in my palm, that I scooped off the hot footpath for my own
queer amusement, that is innocent and hardy and round seems
suddenly heavy and cold and oh-so-very loud. I hear it beating like
a drum–da-dum, da-dum, da-dum–is that my heart? The story
starts to run away from me now. My heart balloons, my chest rises
and my head, well my head, is nowhere to be found. This is not the
story. This is not how it goes–this is how it goes–he loves me not. 
You take it from my hand and drop it over the city wall and it falls,
is falling still.

I stand for a moment–recalling the next scene.

I look down over the side of the wall as you walk away under the
hot Italian sun. It would be easy, it would be really easy, it would
not take much for me to follow it down. I look up at that big blue.
Has this story been told before? Who is telling it now?
I take a deep breath, I turn and follow you. 
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As I walk away I make a wish upon the conker. I wish for a new
beginning. I wish for a new story, stories–the world to be seen and
read upside down and back-to-front, I wish for a world where
throwing a conker from a height grants you a wish. I wish for no
more because, no more favour, no more guardianship, white walls
and purity, a lot more fabulists and a lot less fabricators, more
truth seekers, less truth tellers and no more keepers of any kind. No
more, no more. We say no. We ascribe meaning together, now.

Sarah Long
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Awe. Is awe too much to ask for? Tracing through rooms, like a
searchlight. I wander. 

I catch it in glimpses, here and there, an element in a photograph, a
slice of a neck, it was the simplicity that got me. Struck me straight
to my core.

If my heart were a nut it would be an acorn. So much potential, but
where would I plant it?
What room, what room.

This room is stripped, I see its scaffold, its structure underneath

Bare brick exposing itself to me like a secret. Concrete beams like
bones, and hollow. So much hollow. I wander through its
understory, relishing the reveal.

It wanders too, outside the gallery space it finds itself in the City,
meandering old streets, evoking old histories. This place has held 

The world is
different after

falling 
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many pasts. And with this work it remembers, it reminds.

Desire. What do I desire? Surprise. Let me catch something falling
from the sky. It can be new or it can be old, but let it transform the
mundane into the striking. Strike me down, in simplicity if it be, 

Keel me over with a cardboard box. Let me tumble down a mirror. 

Desire. I desire only surprise, with a tinkle of awe. An element of
myself reflected back at me, but transformed , upside down and
back to front. I fall like Alice down the hole, or Jack and Jill down
the hill, or Humpty Dumpty off the wall. Searching for new fables. 

Fables with more depth than a cracked egg being put back
together again. I need depth, to my surprise, meaning to my awe.
Layer after layer, let me fall further into abyss.

Reveal to me new worlds. Alter my reality, change me, so I never
look in the same way again.
The world is different after falling.

Things dance, like objects that shift in candlelight.

Kate McElroy 
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